
“ROLE” MORE THAN “RULE” IS IMPORTANT FOR TODAY’S CIVIL SERVANTS 

 

“If I were to be born again, I would still like to be an IAS officer because there is no other service 

that gives such an opportunity to serve the poorest of the poor and no vocation that provides 

so many “Bharat Ratna” moments”. 

                                                                                                       Anil Swarup 

 

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel called the civil service as the “steel frame”, of permanent executives, 

chiefly responsible for executing the policy formulated by the legislature. The history of civil 

services in India can be traced back to ancient times since Mahajanapadas. Plenty of evidence 

like Arthashatra of Chanakya, Mughal records and the British rule played a vital role in evolution 

of civil services in India. 

Importance of civil services for Indian administration is vital. They are the actual decision 

makers in the day to day business and they assist both in formulating and implementing the 

policies of government at both state and union level. Civil services facilitate technical assistance 

and proper data input to government and promote specialized help in law making in India. They 

indeed have the potential to make the difference and bring about the changes. 

Although civil servants are working in accordance to the rules available in statutes and 

guidelines provided to them from time to time, there is lack in the intent with which they 

should work. Many of the civil servants have lost the morale of their position and indulge in 

heinous acts like bribes, forming nexus with politicians for personal benefits and other illegal 

activities. Disillusioned powers, not being accountable, percentage politics, irresponsible 

decision making are few vague issues existing which needs to be addressed immediately. 

According to Transparency International’s “Global Corruption Barometer Asia: 2020 Report” 

India tops the list among Asian countries in corruption and using personal links to access the 

public services in India. 

The civil servants are mandated to have some principles and characters. Not only being the 

followers of the rules, they should live innovatively for the welfare of people. There are a good 

number of standards set for civil servants by themselves. 

“Role more than rule can be easily understood with achievements of few bureaucrats”. 

Armstrong Pame also known as “the miracle man” borrowing money from his family members 

and also raising funds built a 100km road on his own to facilitate tribal welfare in areas of 

Manipur, Nagaland and Assam. 



Smitha Sabharwal began the “Fund Your City Campaign”, an innovative program to create 

necessary public utilities via public private partnership. 

Prakash Nair’s role was to address the hunger in Kerala. He came up with “Operation 

Sulaimani”, a free food programme for those who cannot afford food by collecting food that 

may be wasted by some class of people and came to be known as “collector bro” in Kerala. 

To instill the role based civil services in India, Government of India came up with Mission 

Karmayogi in 2021. It aims to create a dedicated work force not only of civil services but to 

serve the cause of Indian society. 

The mission facilitates rules based to roles based capacity building programme, linking modern 

social demand and tech-lead work culture to public institutions. It focuses on competency 

based service allocation to make the bureaucrat use his domain knowledge at best to serve the 

needs of modernizing society. In short its aim is to find the right person for the right job. 

Mission Karmayogi is an attempt to recast civil services in a manner that every officer is 

equipped, trained, updated and oriented to optimally discharge the role assigned to them 

rather than to remain a prisoner of rules.  

Gandhi Ji's talisman' or 'Gandhi ji ke Jantar' is an advice by the Father of the Nation which says 

the policy so formed must benefit the poorest of poor and a utilitarian approach which guide 

our policies to do maximum good for maximum number of people, should be infused in work 

culture. 

Conscience based decision making in key areas along with statutes will enhance the service 

delivery. Field work techniques may help to understand the ground realities and do governance 

from outcome point of view.  

Role is that complex thing where a civil servant along with his/her regular activities as given in 

statute, strive for overall welfare of the society by using domain expertise, innovative 

programs, awareness campaigns, grievance redressing mechanisms, understanding people’s 

problems with compassion and providing best and quick solutions.  

Ultimately as Gandhiji has said that changes must come from within and only such changes will 

be effective and long lasting than changes infused from outside. Thus every civil servant must 

possess role based optimal decision making, which is the need of the hour in modern society. 
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